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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the Publisher
for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.Neuroanatomy in Clinical Context, Ninth Edition provides everything the student needs
to master the anatomy of the central nervous system, all in a clinical setting. Clear
explanations;abundant MRI, CT, MRA, and MRV images; full-color photographs and illustrations;
hundreds of review questions; and supplemental online resources combine to provide a sound
anatomical base for integrating neurobiological and clinical concepts. In thus applying
neuroanatomy clinically, the atlas ensures student preparedness for exams and for rotations.
This authoritative approach--combined with such salutary features as full-color stained sections,
extensive cranial nerve cross-referencing, and systems neurobiology coverage--sustains the
legacy of this revolutionary teaching and learning tool as the neuroanatomy atlas.New and
hallmark features elucidate neuroanatomy and systems neurobiology for course success!NEW!
Chapter on Herniation Syndromes decodes the elegant relationship between brain injury and
resulting deficit.NEW! Clinical information integrated throughout the text is screened in blue for
quick identification on the page.NEW! Enhanced clinical images emphasize clarity and detail
like never before, including full-color images replacing many in black and white, higher-
resolution brain scans, and reprocessed spinal cord and brainstem images.MRIs complement
full-color anatomical illustrations, allowing for visualization of structures both as they appear to
the unaided eye and on imaging studies.Unique, full-color illustrations integrate clinical images
of representative lesions with the corresponding deficits highlighted.Full-color stained sections
facilitate the easy identification of anatomical features.Dozens of pathway drawings
superimposed over MRIs connect structure with function of neural pathways.Located on
thePoint, this atlas's companion website offers a variety of supplementallearning resources to
maximize study and review time!Question bank featuring over 280 USMLE-style and chapter-
review style questionsBonus dissection photographs and brain slice series

"The clearest book we have on the history, variety, and meaning of what we now call
Buddhism." —Newsweek, on the English-language edition"One of those rare books that gives
fresh insights on repeated readings." —San Francisco Chronicle, on the English-language
edition"Aims to make the tradition both accessible and compelling, as well as to demystify its
practices, teachings, and schools." —Tricycle Magazine, on the English-language editionAbout
the AuthorDonald S. Lopez is the Arthur E. Link Distinguished University Professor and
Department Chair at the University of Michigan, where he teaches Buddhist and Tibetan
studies, and a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He is the author of
Buddhism and Science: A Guide for the Perplexed and The Madman's Middle Way: Reflections



on Reality of the Tibetan Monk Gendun Chopel. He lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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TechSavvyStudent, “If you're a medical student, get this one. It's worth it.. Bought this for my
med school course in neuroscience and behaviour. The quality of the images and information is
excellent. The best feature by far in my opinion is that the authors have sections dedicated to
lesions of specific areas that show you visually which tracts/nuclei can be affected and why that
would produce specific symptoms. Great resource for doing problem-based or case-based
learning exercises and for Step 1 prep. There are USMLE-style review questions in the book
and more available online using the scratch off code inside the cover.”

John Smith, “CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT THIS BOOK IF YOU ARE IN A NEUROSCIENCE
COURSE. CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT THIS BOOK while going through a neuroscience class in a
graduate school setting. The brainstem cuts were essential to understanding the anatomy of the
spinal cord and the brainstem, especially what they looked like with the stained sections. Subtle
differences that would otherwise have been impossible to tell were easily delineated with
colorful areas on the diagrams, providing me with a good understanding of how to locate certain
areas of the brainstem (medulla, pons, midbrain, etc.). Furthermore, the vasculature and surface
anatomy was on point as well with Haines' illustrations.”

gdryton, “it was obviously very useful for that. As the book's title suggests, this really is more of
an atlas than any kind of textbook. Was required for my class and since the class was largely
designed around this text, it was obviously very useful for that. It did have nice, quick overviews
of different structures and some good tables to simplify information.”

Alex, “I love this book. I'm a 1st year med student, this was one of our required books, and I can't
imagine learning neuroanatomy without it. It goes section by section from spinal cord to midbrain
(and also coronal sections on the A-P axis) showing you a cadaveric slice, a drawing of what
tracts and nuclei are in that slice, and the MRI of that slice. And that's only the section of the
book that we've touched so far! Overall, I love this book, and definitely recommend it for getting
a good picture of where things are in the CNS”

Jessica, “Helpful clinical applications. I enjoy the clinical breakdown of damage to various
regions. The tract drawings were not my favorite, but once I became accustomed to reading
them it was helpful to have. Additional questioning in back of book are helpful for putting learning
into context. I ended up buying both this and netter's Neuro atlas and using both.”

Lorraine C, “The pictures are great and the book has areas to draw in for .... This book is
amazingly helpful for my first year of medical school! The pictures are great and the book has
areas to draw in for practice. It has lesions associated with tracts, great pictures for learning the
nuclei, and it comes with a code for practice questions. I highly recommend this book!”



Janey, “Great resource to learn neuroanatomy. Very comprehensive atlas on the human brain. I
like that there are labeled line drawn images that correlate with radiological images. There are
many illustrations that are helpful. This is a great atlas for the neuroanatomy lab. It is well written
and easy to read.”

narayan., “Four Stars. Nothing to comment.”

G. Ramadurai, “Excellent!. Prompt service. Product was better than described and was a real
bargain. No faults at all with any aspect.”

Ruthie, “Excellent atlas with extra guide support and more valuable information .... Excellent
atlas with extra guide  support and more valuable  information to the end,”

KQ, “Great supplement for medical school. The best neuroanatomy textbook out there. Great for
medical school neuroscience, shows relevant CT's and MRIs with great explanations. The
explanations for the clinical syndromes are also very thorough.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I love this book already. I love this book already! The pictures are
beautiful and it has a great variety. I'm definitely keeping this book for a long time!”

The book by Susan Elizabeth Phillips has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 126 people have provided
feedback.
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